
 

                      XO-1 

Universal high-end crossover PCB 
The crossover PCB’s available today just fit regular, quite small air core coils and MKP 

capacitors.  We believed this should be improved, so we designed our own PCB. It is in 

standardized Eurocard (100x160mm) size and fits about all MUNDORF components.  

This “mind melt” resulted in a single PCB with six different functions, being: 

- First or second order high pass filter with tweeter (RC + RCL) correction  

- First/first order band pass filter with midrange (RC + RCL) correction 

- First or second order low pass filter with woofer (RC) correction network 

- Second order low pass subwoofer filter (large value L and C) 

- First/first order series filter with woofer (RC) and tweeter (RC + RCL) correction  

- First/first order series filter with subwoofer (RC) and satellite (RCL) correction networks, meant 

for woofer sections (large L and C) in multi-way systems 

 

In all six possibilities we left space for several types and/or combinations of components.                                          

We used the 2013  MUNDORF components catalog as reference for dimensions. 

- Filter capacitor: main capacitor(C1) + fine tuning(C2) + impulse(C3), f.e. RIFA.  

- MUNDORF capacitors of the Supreme(sg/so/sgo), EVO, MCAP(zn), and/or ECAP series. 

- Up to 5 filter capacitors, connected in parallel. 

- Filter coil (L1) can be an  Air-, Aronit- or even Feron I-core. 

- Large coils like NOS, are mounted by an extra connector (K2). 

- On capacitor locations fit at least two sizes. 

- Coil (L2) in tweeter RCL network L50/(B)L71. 

- Resistors used can be MR5(R1), and MR5, MR10 and/or MRES20 for all others.   

- Connect by choice via 6,3mm Faston blades and/or 6 pole Mundorf screw connector (K1). 

The epoxy layer is covered with a tin plated 70um (standard is 35um) OFC layer.  All locations are 

predrilled; you maybe need to drill the desired holes in the proper size yourself when using “exotic” parts.  

The size is 100x160mm Eurocard, so it will fit in about all cabinets.  

On the next pages we explain the lay-out for the different functions and we give the layouts at scale 1 : 1, 

so you can check if your desired components truly will fit.   

  



 

 

 

ELTIM XO-1 PCB layout, scale 1:1 

(if your printer is set to true scale printing) 

© ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 

We use this PCB in our DIY kits as well. 

If you can’t solder the PCB yourself, we can do this for you at reasonable costs. In that case fill in the  order 

form. We will respond with an offer before taking any other actions.  

If you send us the datasheets of the units we could even calculate the crossovers for you. Best is to send us 

frequency and impedance measurements while mounted in the desired speaker cabinet. 

Please note that we are planning a smaller and a larger PCB with similar functionality. 

 

www.eltim.eu 

http://www.eltim.eu/


 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

In the 2-way satellite system you could use any kind of crossover,  

But it works best with the serial crossover filter. 

Then you could use the R4/C5/L2 network for flattening the 

Satellite resonance peak for best performance. 

 

 

In all schematics the component indicators point to the same locations on the PCB. 

Therefore you miss some components is several schematics,  

where these components are not used. 

  



 

ORDER FORM 

Hereby I order   ___   pieces assembled ELTIM XO-1 PCB’s: 

ELTIM Eurocard crossover PCB 

*FUNCTION: 
12db          

HP 
6/6dB         

BP 
12dB          

LP 
12dB    

sub LP 
6/6dB 
Series 

6/6dB 
sub 

Series 

Position 
MUNDORF Component: 

Range Value 

L1   

L2   

C1(a)   

C1b   

C2   

C3   

C4   

C5   

C6   

R1   

R2      

R3   

R4   

R5   

*Connect 6 pole screw connector, gold plated 6,3mm Faston blade, gold plated 

*Solder Standard MSOL.S MSOL.SG MSOL.SUP WBT 
 Please scratch the undesired options black. 

I agree with assembling costs of  E 1,50 plus  0,10/0,15/0,20/0,30/0,20 for soldering  (depending on quality) per component.                      

Production will start after I paid the  Pro-forma  invoice which i will receive on my email account. 

Signature: 

Name:      

Adress:        Send to: 

PC / City:             Fax +31 (0)595 491946 

Email:         info@eltim.eu 

www.eltim.eu 
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